
PoliSci 101. Intro to International Relations
Basic Trade Theory!
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1 Isolationism!

1.1 Welcome Home! Understanding Factors of Production

You and several other colonists have arrived at your new home. You survey the land, inventory your resources,
and assess your factors of production or resources available for economic use.

You have colony Fearonland, Genovia, Nerd Nation, Group of 7

Table 1: Factor Endowments

Nerd Nation Group of 7
Capital $295 $60
Land 1 1
Labor 2 6

What does your colony have in factor abundance? factor scarcity?

Nerd Nation is capital-rich and labor-poor. Group of 7 is labor-rich and capital-poor.

1.2 Get a Job! Understanding Industry, Class, and Income

Pick a class.

Table 2: Classes

Nerd Nation Group of 7
Capitalists 4 2
Landowners 1 1
Laborers 2 4

Nerd Nation primarily has capitalists. Group of 7 primarily has laborers.

Pick an industry.

Table 3: Classes and Industry

Nerd Nation Group of 7
Capitalists - Mining 2 1
Landowners - Mining 1 0
Laborers - Mining 1 2
Capitalists - Baa! 2 1
Landowners - Baa! 0 1
Laborers - Baa! 1 2

For example, some of you are now laborers in the mining industry, landowners in the mining industry, and
some of you are capitalists for the tech start-up Baaa! Your colony is now ready to get up and running.
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2 Globalization!

Your colony is surprised to learn a railroad company is building a station in your town which will enable you
newfound access to visit other colonies. This is exciting because this form of globalization will enable you
to trade for a bunch of things you have been craving since you arrived. After all, it’s great to have a bunch
of coal in your country, but it would take forever to develop the technology to make and produce your own
iPhone. #tbh

2.1 Productivity

You send a trade envoy on the railroad to meet with a representative from the other colony. You both sit
down, grab a drink, and discuss the relative goods you produce in both colonies:

Table 4: Comparison of Good Advantages

Goods
Production

Nerd Nation Group of 7

tons coal produced 3 9
per day

iPhones produced 15 1
per day

coal to iPhones 1/5 9
ratio

iPhones to coal 5 1/9
ratio

2.2 Absolute vs Comparative Advantage

• Who has an absolute advantage in coal production? Group of 7 because 9 is greater than 3.

• Who has an absolute advantage in iPhone production? Nerd Nation because 15 is greater than 1.

• Who has a comparative advantage in coal production?
Answer: Nerd Nation gives up 5 iPhones for every ton of coal it produces; Group of 7 only gives up
1/9 iPhone for every ton of coal it produces. Group of 7 has comparative advantage in coal production
because 1/9 is less than 5.

• Who has a comparative advantage in iPhone production?
Answer: Nerd Nation gives up 1/5 ton of coal for every iPhone it produces; Group of 7 gives up 9 tons
of coal for every iPhone it produces. Nerd Nation has comparative advantage in iPhones because 1/5
is less than 9.

3 Heckscher-Ohlin Trade Theory

3.1 First Round of Trade Talks!

In your colony, figure out what kind of trade agreement you would like to try and barter for. Bartering
means you will exchange the cards and lay out your terms of trade, i.e. you trade away an iPhone (sheep’s
card) in exchange for a ton of coal (ore card) or two ore cards for one sheep card. You only trade iPhones
and coal.
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Suppose capitalists get a bonus $10 in countries that export more iPhones than coal and laborers get a
bonus $5 in countries that export more coal than iPhones. You get the bonus even if you don’t work in that
industry. You may barter coal for iPhones, but you get to decide what is a “fair” deal. You must have a
minimum of 2 coal per colony and 2 iPhones per colony. What will best maximize your income? Help the
colony?

Summary:

Capitalists will favor free trade in capital-rich countries (Nerd Nation).

Laborers will oppose free trade in capital-rich countries (Nerd Nation).

Summary:

Capitalists will oppose free trade in labor-rich countries (Group of 7).

Laborers will support free trade in capital-rich countries (Group of 7).

3.2 Winners and Losers

Debrief the talk within your colony. Who will benefit given the deal you negotiated above (or be a ‘winner’
of free trade)? Who will not benefit? Will anyone switch industries?

Circle the answer.

1. Under Heckscher-Ohlin, Nerd Nation is rich in capital so capitalists will prefer free trade;

laborers will prefer protectionism in these capital-rich countries.

2. Under Heckscher-Ohlin, Group of 7 is rich in labor so laborers will prefer free trade;

capitalists will prefer protectionism in these labor-rich countries.

3. Under Stolper-Samuelson, income inequality will increase in capital-rich countries as

capitalists earn more income and laborers earnings stay the same.

4 Ricardo-Viner Model

4.1 Second Round of Trade Talks!

The first trade deal goes well and your colony flourishes. After awhile, however, you use up the coal and the
iPhones get cracked screens so you have a new demand for another trade agreement.

You seek to negotiate a second agreement using the same card exchange as before with the same bonuses
for capitalists in capital-rich countries and laborers in labor-rich countries. Suppose now that the bonus is
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conditional on the industry. For example, laborers who work in the coal industry get a bonus of $10 if their
colony exports more coal and capitalists who work for Baaa! industry get a bonus of $10 if their colony
exports more iPhones. We say this conditional bonus arises because factors of production are not mobile

across industries. What will best maximize your income? The colony?

Summary:

Capitalists in capital-intensive industries (Baa! employees) will favor free trade in capital-rich countries
(Nerd Nation).

Capitalists in labor-intensive industries (mining employees) will oppose free trade in capital-rich countries
(Nerd Nation).

4.2 Winners and Losers

Debrief the talk within your colony. Who will benefit given the deal you negotiated above (or be a ‘winner’
of free trade)? Who will not benefit? Will anyone switch industries?

Circle the answer.

1. Under Ricardo-Viner, laborers working in labor-intensive industries (coal mining) will

prefer free trade in labor-rich countries.

2. Under Ricardo-Viner, capitalists in capital-rich countries (country A) working in

labor-intensive industries will prefer protectionism.

5 Main Takeaways

• What is the di↵erence between absolute and comparative advantage?

• If protectionism creates ine�cient outcomes, then why would countries ever impose trade barriers, like
tari↵s, quotas, or restrictions, on foreign goods?

• Who are the winners and losers in international trade under Heckscher-Olson-Samuelson?

• Who are the winners and losers in international trade under Ricardo-Viner?

• How does free trade increase income inequality in capital rich countries, from Stolper-Samuelson theo-
rem? How can it help explain why Donald Trump won Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Ohio which have
a lot of laborers?
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